
SAND DUST STORM IN CHINA

Asian Dust (also yellow dust, yellow sand, yellow wind or China dust storms) is a meteorological phenomenon which
affects much of East Asia year round but.

When it falls over the sea it is consumed by plankton which in turn provide food for fish. Hebei's provincial
capital, Shijiazhuang, received the heaviest snowfall â€” 3. Eleven electricians were killed as they reconnected
electricity lines and broke ice from power lines. For some it was their first chance to go home in years. A
sixteen-hour storm in Chongqing in July that produced 40, lightning bolts killed 15 people, left more than
injured, caused 10, houses to collapse and brought air , train and road traffic to a complete stop. Study on
sand-dust storms over the desert region in North China. The source lands of inner-source sand-dust storms
concentrate in the Taklimakan Desert and its surrounding areas in southern Xinjiang, southern part of the
Junggar Basin in north of Xinjiang, the Hexi Corridor in western Gansu Province, the dry deserts of Inner
Mongolia and the Qaidam Basin in Qinghai. The main cause of deforestation is due to extensive logging. One
million people were evacuated. On dust raising winds and descending currents. Tanks were deployed to clear
ice from roads. Some winter crops were completely wiped out. Factories suspended operation. One traffic jam
stretched for 70 kilometers. The storm was especially damaging because the grains of sand from the Gobi
Desert were larger than usual and winds were unusually strong. The winter of in Beijing was especially cold.
See Air Pollution. It can neutralize acid rain, and has beneficial affect on the marine environment. In the last
half century, the number of days with reports of Asian dust has five-fold. The impact has been far greater in
the surrounding provinces of Hebei, Shanxi, Shaanxi, Shandong and Henan, where highways have been
closed, schools shuttered, and crews sent to rescue people in their snowbound homes. In May , a storm in
Hunan Province produced fist-size hail and a tornado that killed seven people The tornado knocked down
centuries-old trees, power lines and large advertising billboards and destroyed a number of homes. In southern
China.


